
MINI-RGBW LIGHT SET ON A 1/2HP FRACTIONAL DELUXE UNIT 
Patterns (clockwise left to right): Rocket, Phoenix, Gemini.

From Day Into the Night
Our Lights Enhance Any Fountain

LEARN MORE AT WWW.OTTERBINE.COM/MINI

Otterbine 2-light Mini-RGBW Light Sets! Designed specifically for 
our 1/2HP All-in-One Fractional Series, these light sets come 
with a hand-held remote and allow you to choose from over 16 

million colors, or select from one of the pre-programmed sequences.

SO MANY POSSIBILITIES! From color selection to adjusting brightness, 
color temperature and saturation; the possibilities are endless. You 
can also control lights from your smart device with the optional Wi-Fi 
controller kit and app available for download. 

Each light set comes with a shore mounted transformer, timer and 
photocell and is backed by a 3-year warranty.

MINI-RGBW SEQUENCING LIGHTS (LED)
Amp 
Draw 

Electrical 
Output Rating 

Total Lamp 
Wattage

Max Cable 
Run (16/2)

Max Cable 
Run 12/3

.15 12VDC 8W 150ft (45m) 300ft (90m)

MINI-RGBW FEATURES:

16 Million Colors: Adjustable brightness, 
color temperature and saturation.

Sequencing Light Shows: Choose from 
one of the pre-programmed sequences 
for spectacular evening displays!

Control Lights Remotely: 
Control your lights from a hand-
held remote up to 100ft (30m)
from the lights, or upgrade to the 
Wi-Fi option for more flexibility.

Wi-Fi Option Available: Download the 
Mi-Light App and control your lights from 
your phone or other smart device.



ULTRA-BRIGHT, COLOR-CHANGING SMART LED’S
OTTERBINE MINI-RGBW LIGHTS

Mini-RGBW light sets can be added at any time to our 
All-In-One Fountain and Circulator. Already have a 
standard LED 2-light set from Otterbine? 

UPGRADE KITS ARE AVAILABLE!

www.otterbine.com/mini
www.otterbine.com


Fractional Series Deluxe:   
Gemini with Lights



All-In-One  
Fountain & Circulator
Small Pond Solutions

1/2HP FRACTIONAL SERIES 
60 Hz (115V & 230V) GEMINI HIGH VOLUME PHOENIX ROCKET MIXER

Spray Height (ft) 4 2 10.6 10.6 n/a

Spray Diameter (ft) 4.5 2.5 10.6 3 n/a

GPM 506 435 195 179 n/a*

50 Hz (220V) GEMINI HIGH VOLUME PHOENIX ROCKET MIXER

Spray Height (m) 1.2 1 2.8 3 n/a

Spray Diameter (m) 1.8 1.4 3 40 cm n/a

m³/hr 115 99 44 41 n/a*

* Mixer volume influenced is 245,000ft³ (6938m³) and effectively moves water 115 linear feet (35 
linear meters). All units come complete with a 3-year warranty and are available in 115V or 230v.

PRODUCT ILLUSTRATION
1 Includes corrosion resistant adjustable spray impellers/patterns to produce  

4 spray patterns, and a horizontal mixer. [comes assembled as Gemini]

2 Rugged low visibility foam filled polyethylene float with recessed light pockets.

3 Oil cooled, efficient 3250/2750RPM custom built motor incorporates a  
316 stainless steel  shaft and silicon carbide single seal to ensure dependability 
and long life. 

4 Corrosion resistant, durable 18 gauge/316 grade stainless steel motor housing.

5 Stainless steel brackets allow for easy conversion between aerating fountain 
patterns and mixer model.

6 Adjustable discharge angle +/- 8 degrees. [Mixer model only]

Complete package is safety tested, approved and listed with ETL. Products for 
the European Union are also safety tested, approved and carry CE certification. 
Minimum operating depth is 16in (41cm.) 

Visit www.otterbine.com for details.
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Fractional Series Deluxe:   
Gemini with LED Lights

Fractional Series:   
Phoenix

Fractional Series:   
Rocket

Fractional Series:   
High Volume

Fractional Series:   
Mixer

THE ALL-IN-ONE FOUNTAIN & CIRCULATOR is perfect for ponds less 
than 3/4 acre in size and easily converts in just minutes between the 
included four aerating fountain patterns and horizontal circulator. 

Shipped as the Gemini, it arrives and is ready to add beauty and function to 
any pond. Able to deliver an amazing 1.13lbs or .5kg of oxygen per horsepower 
hour and pump 506GPM or 115m3 per hour, expect quick results in creating 
healthy, clean water.

ENJOY THE BEAUTY INTO THE NIGHT by upgrading to our Deluxe Package 
that adds lights which quickly snap into the float. Choose from our standard 
2-light LED system, or our Mini-RGBW lights that produce thousands of 
combinations of colors, speeds and intensities. 

IDEAL FOR SMALL PONDS

http://www.otterbine.com
www.otterbine.com



